The Department of Spanish and Portuguese at SDSU and the Consulate General Of Mexico In San Diego Presents:

TRES Y CONTANDO

Three Mexican Woman Writers from the Room of Once Own

Authors will address the challenges they faced in the process of becoming a writer with international exposure.

November 7, from 9:30am-10:30am Storm Hall 105
Second session in Spanish from 11:00am-12:15pm in GMCS 308

Featured Authors

Sophie Goldberg: Author of “Vida y Pasiones, testimonios de una vida plena,” coauthor of “Sefarad de ayer, hoy y mañana” and Lunas de Estambul.

Paulina Vieitez: Author of Helena and radio host of “Descubríéndote” where she has interviewed more than 700 authors and diverse personalities.

Sofía Segovia: Author of Noche de huracán and El Murmullo de las abejas.